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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates multichannel speech enhancement for co-located microphone recordings based on Independent Component Analysis (ICA). Comparisons are made between co-located microphone arrays that contain microphones with mixed polar responses with traditional uniform linear arrays formed from omnidirectional microphones. It is shown that polar responses of the microphones are a key factor in the performance of ICA applied to co-located microphones. Results from PESQ testing show a significant improvement in speech quality of ICA separated sources as a result of using an AVS rather than other types of microphone arrays.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Enhancing speech recorded from microphone arrays is an important stage in maximizing speech quality in hands free communication applications. One approach to such speech enhancement is to use Blind Source Separation (BSS) techniques [1, 2] and [2] further exploited intensity vector directions derived from a compact microphone array. While direction can be derived from many arrays, an Acoustic Vector Sensor (AVS) can directly record sound direction [3]. An array configured as an AVS has three velocity gradient microphones and one omni-directional microphone arranged orthogonally in an area occupying no more than 1cm² (see Fig. 1). In [3], it was shown that an AVS can be used to accurately estimate the Direction of Arrival (DOA) of a source in air, and this work significantly extends on [3], demonstrating that an AVS is well suited to speech source separation and enhancement in anechoic and reverberant conditions.

In this paper, Independent Component Analysis (ICA) [4] is used as the basis of speech enhancement for AVS recordings. For ICA to work efficiently for spatial recordings, there are two essential criteria: a) sources should be statistically independent and b) the recordings are made with microphones located at different locations. The location of microphones is represented in ICA within the mixing matrix; this matrix incorporates information regarding distance and attenuation due to air absorption, and the effects of reverberations on each source to be separated. These characteristics are widely referred to as the acoustic transfer function for each captured signal [4]. In this paper, and similar to [5], it is proposed that the mixing matrix in the ICA algorithm should be extended beyond the acoustic transfer functions to include the polar patterns and frequency responses of the microphones used to capture signals. This paper investigates the importance of the latter in the ICA mixing matrix for co-located microphones and then considers the consequential impact on enhanced speech quality.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 of this paper describes the AVS used in this work and presents the ICA model used for source separation of microphone array recordings incorporating polar responses, frequency responses and the acoustic transfer function. Section 3 presents simulation and experiments investigating the relationship between the polar response, frequency response, microphone array type, statistical properties of the recorded signals, and speech quality performance. Conclusions are presented in section 4.

2. INDEPENDENT COMPONENT ANALYSIS FOR AN AVS

The output of an AVS given in (1) consists of three components: an acoustic pressure component and two acoustic particle velocities. In 2D, this can be expressed in vector form as:

\[ \mathbf{x}(t) = [x_1(t), x_2(t), x_3(t)]^T \] (1)

where \(x_1(t)\) represents the acoustic pressure component measured by the omni-directional microphone and \(x_2(t)\) and \(x_3(t)\) represent the outputs from two gradient sensors that estimate the acoustic particle velocity in the \(x\) and \(y\) direction, relative to the microphone position. For the gradient microphones, the relationship between the acoustic pressure and the particle velocity is given by (2)[3]:

\[ [x_2(t), x_3(t)] = f(p(t) - p(t - \Delta t)) \mathbf{u} \] (2)

where \(f\) represents a function of the acoustic pressure difference and:

\[ \mathbf{u} = [\cos \theta, \sin \theta]^T \] (3)

is the source bearing vector with \(\theta\) representing the azimuth of the source relative to the microphone array [3].

The traditional ICA model applied to a multichannel speech recording assumes that microphone frequency responses for each
channel are the same and that the mixing matrix is a result only of the acoustic transfer function. [4]. However, for the AVS, the microphones have directional polar responses.ICA for microphones with directional responses is described in [5]. Following [5] and considering the case of two sources and three microphones (see Fig 3 (a)), the recorded signals can be modeled using the mixing model:

\[ x(n) = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} A_k s(n-k) \]  

In equation (1), \( s(n) \) represents the digitally sampled microphone signals of (1), \( s(n-k) = s_1(n-k), s_2(n-k) \) represents the vector of source signal samples and \( A_k \) represents the convolutive mixing matrices, each of size 3 x 2. In [5], this model was used to perform ICA on a microphone array containing two closely spaced omnidirectional microphones arranged to provide a figure-of-eight polar response and this model is adopted here. In contrast, this work applies ICA to recordings of the acoustic pressure gradient.

In this work, the gradient microphones represented by (2) are second order and result in figure-of-eight polar patterns [3]. In [6], it was shown that ICA can also be applied to gradient signals, represented by time-differentiated sources signals, and the final outputs are determined by integrating the outputs resulting from separation. The formation of the gradient signals can be modelled as a high frequency boost of the source signals of 6dB/octave for frequencies above 2 kHz [7]. This is similar to applying a pre-emphasis filter, which does not result in a significant change in the perceptual quality of a speech signal. Hence, to avoid approximation errors, the gradient microphone signals of (1) are not time-differentiated prior to applying ICA.

3. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

Experiments were performed to compare the performance of ICA for speech enhancement using simulated and real recordings from various types of microphone arrays.

3.1 Experimental setup

Six female and six male sentences from IEEE speech corpus [8], each 10 s long with 1 s of silence at the start and the end, were used as the test database. Noise sources include 10s segments of babble, recordings of a factory floor, recordings of the background noise of a moving vehicle, white noise and pink noise [9]. Two scenarios for sources are used: a) one source, one interferer b) one source and diffuse noise (synthesized using four interferers), as shown in Fig. 2 (a) & (b). Noisy speech signals were recorded with a range of signal-to-noise ratios ranging from 0 dB to 20 dB (6dB – the signal and noise levels are equal). Recordings were made at a sampling rate of 48 kHz. In total one hundred recordings were made for each of five SNR levels.

Anechoic recordings were processed using FastICA [4] while reverberant recordings were processed using a convolutive FastICA algorithm [10]. The resulting separated speech signals were analyzed using the ITU-PESQ software [12] (following low pass filtering and down-sampling to 16 kHz). When using PESQ, each output from ICA is compared with the original clean source signal to give a Mean Opinion Score for Listening Quality (MOSLQO) [12], the highest MOSLQO corresponds to the target source. A difference MOSLQO is generated by subtracting the MOSLQO of an omni-directional recording of the mixed sources (used as the reference) from the highest MOSLQO of the ICA outputs [14].

3.2 Simulation experiments

This section examines the role played by the microphone characteristics on the quality of the output produced by ICA using simulated recordings. Simulated anechoic recordings were created using room-sim [13] and the test database of Section 3.1, with no attenuation due to air absorption and source-to-microphone distances set to 1 m. In all simulations the signal to noise ratios for the source and interferer were set at 0 dB, corresponding to the worst case scenario.

Three types of colocated microphone arrays were examined. The first array consists of two omni-directional microphones, each with flat frequency response. The second array consists of two omni-directional microphones, 1 with a flat frequency response and 1 with a frequency response having a 6 dB rise/octave above 2 kHz (matching that of a real gradient microphone [7]). The third array consists of one omni-directional and one gradient microphone having the same frequency response as the second microphone of array 2 but with the addition of a figure-of-eight polar response (matching that of a real gradient microphone [7]).

The results obtained from the simulations are shown in Fig 3. As expected there is no improvement in the MOSLQO when using co-located omni-directional microphones with identical frequency responses. For the second array, there is an improvement in the MOSLQO of 0.18. This shows that there is a small contribution to the ICA mixing matrix by the frequency response of the microphone. For the third array which is an AVS simulated with
only omni and X sensor, the results of Fig. 3 show that there is a significant improvement in MOSLQO of 1.28. These results indicate that the main factor in the performance of ICA for speech enhancement from an AVS is the polar responses of the microphones.

3.3 Experiments with Real Recordings

The microphone arrays were experimentally evaluated both in an anechoic chamber and a room with a RT₆₀ of 30ms at the University of Wollongong [14]. The experiments used the speech and noise sources of Section 3.1.

The microphone arrays used for the experiment were: a) Acoustic Vector Sensor, b) Uniform Linear Array with all omni-directional microphones, c) Uniform Linear Array with two orthogonally located gradient microphones in x and y planes and d) a Soundfield microphone [15] with the polar patterns set to figure 6 of eight. The Uniform Linear arrays have a length of 300mm with 4 capsules (either omni or gradient depending on the array) each spaced 100mm apart. Both the AVS and the Soundfield Microphones are similar in that they record a 3D soundfield using a co-located array of microphones. The key difference between the AVS and soundfield is the type and arrangement of the capsules.

The results of the experiments are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. For anechoic conditions (Fig. 4), with 1 interferer the results from processing the AVS recordings with ICA show an average improvement in MOSLQO of 1.65, which is similar to the results obtained from the Soundfield microphone. However, the AVS with 1 speech interferer at an SNR of 0 dB, results in an MOSLQO of approximately 0.2 better than the Soundfield. For diffuse noise, the AVS produces an average improvement in MOSLQO over all noise scenarios of 0.9, which is similar to the next best performing array (in this case, the ULA with gradient microphones). However, the AVS is significantly better at high SNRs, while decreasing in performance at low SNRs.

The results for the reverberant room (Fig. 5) are different to those of the anechoic case. For the speech interferer, MOSLQO results for the AVS are on average 0.1 better over all SNR scenarios than the next best performing array, in this case the ULA. For diffuse noise, the AVS again performs better than all other arrays, with an average MOSLQO improvement of 0.14 higher than the next best performing array (again being the ULA). However, for both single interferers and diffuse noise at 0 dB, the AVS performs significantly better (on average 0.4) compared with the ULA, which is the next best performing array.

3.4 Experiments with changing microphone array orientation

Having established that the AVS is the best performing microphone array, compared with the ULA being best for most other scenarios, experiments were conducted to evaluate the impact of array orientation (relative to the source) on the resulting ICA performance. Since the gradient microphones are highly directional the performance of ICA may depend on where the microphones are located relative to the source or interferer. The signal to noise ratio is set at 0 (the worst case scenario) and the recordings are made for a single speech interferer. The arrays are rotated in azimuth through 90° at 15° intervals and recordings made for each orientation. The results in Fig. 6 show MOSLQO results for outputs from ICA performed on these recordings in both anechoic and reverberant environments. The results show that there is very little or no effect on the performance of ICA by turning the array in azimuth.

3.5 Discussion

The work presented in this paper has shown that there is a significant impact on the performance of the ICA when the co-located microphones with different polar responses are used. This agrees with previous work investigating ICA for closely spaced microphone arrays with directional responses [7]. It is suggested that using directional microphone recordings results in increased
4. CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated speech enhancement using source separation techniques applied to an Acoustic Vector Sensor (AVS). Source separation is based on a convolutive ICA model applied to co-located microphones that both record omni-directional with directional gradient signals. Perceptual quality results (measured using PESQ) show a significant improvement in speech enhancement using ICA applied to an AVS compared to ICA applied to a traditional linear microphone array, in both anechoic and reverberant environments. Results also show that a key factor in the performance improvement is the use of directional polar responses, which lead to recorded signals that are statistically independent. Future work will investigate alternative techniques to speech enhancement using an AVS as well as alternative AVS configurations and the use of mutual information to analyse recordings from different arrays.
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